RAFFLE BLOCK OF THE MONTH

JANUARY 2017

BLOCK- “5,3,2”

SIZE (finished) 8 ½” (9” unfinished)

FABRIC CHOICE- batiks with one a bright value

CUTING -

1. bright fabric - 2” x 9”
2. assorted batik 3” x 9”
3. assorted batik 5’ x 9”

SEWING-

Using a ¼” seam allowance and 2mm(12 stitches to an inch) stitch length

sew the 3 strips together randomly along the long edge (the bright strip
may be placed in the middle or edge, your choice).

Press seams in one direction

PROJECT IDEAS-

Alternate blocks ‘rail fence’ style

10 blocks= table runner 17” x 42 ½”
30 blocks= baby quilt 42 ½” x 50”
48 blocks= lap quilt 50” x 68”